Abstract-The rapidly increasing reliance of nearly every kind of organization on systems that process electronic data has introduced new concerns, and to tackle the misuse of precious data, encryption of important data has to be done. Traditional encryption security algorithms are well known and can undergo attacks in a number of ways. In this paper we will introduce encryption and the different encryption algorithms, then we will look briefly at the new purposed algorithm based on Non-Uniform Steps Model, which can be applied as a layer over traditional encryption algorithm to enhance power of them. Further in this paper we will briefly describe the various encryption algorithms that we can utilize with Non-Uniform Steps model to enhance security and issues involved with the algorithm and their possible solution. We will try to characterize proposed algorithm to have some experimental analysis. We will then have a look at encryption models applicability and propose new algorithms as a possible solution of number of problems. We will lastly conclude the paper.
I. INTRODUCTION
This is the age of internet and networking. With the advancement in technologies, security threats have also increased. No data these days is 'secure enough'. When you type your credit card number and password on an order form, you want to be sure that no one can find the information as it passes through the network. You can't be sure that no one is snooping on your information; your only hope to save such precious data from curious eyes is to encrypt data before you send it. It leads to development of many algorithms and applications based on those algorithms for data protection. Encryption is the process of transforming information utilizing an algorithm to make it unreadable to anyone except those who know how to decode it by knowing the key, as shown in Fig. 1 Various encryption algorithms are used now-a-days. Some of them are discussed here along with the issues related to them.
A. Data Encryption Standards (DES)
The Data Encryption Standard or DES [2] was publicly announced for use in 1977 by the National Bureau of standards for use in non classified US government files. It utilizes public key cryptography technique. DES encrypts a block of 64 bits using a 56 bit key. The algorithm -which is used as encipher as well as decipher is summarized in Fig. 2 . The input block T is first transposed under an initial permutation IP, giving T 0 = IP (T). After it has passed through 16 iterations of a function f, it is transposed under the inverse permutation IP -1 to give the final result. Its 56-bit key size is vulnerable to brute-force attack [4] , [5] . It leads to emergent of much stronger method Triple-DES. Triple-DES encrypts data three times and utilizes a different key for one of the three passes. It increases the key size. Triple-DES is much more secure in comparison to DES algorithm.
B. RSA
In 1977 three scientists Rivest, Shamir and Adleman [1] publicly described an algorithm. It was the first practical signature scheme based on public-key techniques. RSA algorithm involves three steps viz. Key generation, Encryption and Decryption. Encryption is done through public key and decryption is done through utilizing a private key. RSA realizes on mathematical symmetry as to begin two large prime numbers are selected and multiplied together.
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The product further can be used as modulus of both public and private key. The problems of RSA are in factoring large numbers and RSA numbers. There are a number of ways to crack the code. Out of these, one carries out a relatively basic calculation again and again. In this way computer can search for similar patterns and such similar patterns can be utilized to break the code. All the methods to crack RSA like Davida's attack, Denning attack viz. rely on the multiplicative property of algorithm. 
C. Advanced Encryption Standards (AES)
The Advanced Encryption Standards or AES [3] , [6] was introduced by National Institute of standards and Technology in 2001. AES takes a block of 128 bits and key is of 128 bits. Both Encryption and decryption starts with "AddRoundKey" stage followed by nine rounds of four stages each and tenth round of three stages. Four stages in the first nine rounds are "substitute keys", "shift rows", "mix column", "AddRoundKey". Mix column stage is not utilized in tenth round. AES is vulnerable to timing attacks and also to brute-force attack with a complexity of 2^119 [7] . In an attempt Daniel J. Bernstein already successfully attacked on open AES in 2005 [8] . So it cannot be used alone for transferring precious data over networks. However it can be combined with other algorithms to enhance security.
III. NEXT GENERATION SECURITY
There has been a lot of research which has revealed the vulnerability of these algorithms to different attacks [3] . And most of these algorithms are at the end of their useful life. It leads to think for next generation algorithms. It leads to the development of digital signature algorithms which are used to protect and give access to original data [9] [10] . In this paper we are proposing a new model for encryption which is based on "Non-Uniform Steps model"-a technique based on digital signaturing. In Non-Uniform steps model the range of input information is divided in non-uniformly varying steps. Instantaneous step size is determined through some well defined mathematical function. We utilize non-uniform steps to make a model of information that is being input by the user. A database or variable length array can be utilized for storing steps initial position and final position.
A. Encryption
Initial requirements are four variables previous-x (prevx, to locate step initial x-coordinate), previous-y (prevy, to locate step initial y-coordinate), current-x (curx, to locate final and current position of x-coordinate) and current-y (cury, to locate final and current position of y-coordinate) as shown in Fig. 4 which shows non-linear steps breaking of text information which is shown in Fig. 3 . These steps values can be taken at every mouse movement, if information is very sensitive like in the case of signatures. Further, we can continue to find out new values of all variables. Now current-x and current-y would become previous-x and previous-y and a new value is stored at current-x and current-y as shown in Fig. 5 . The pattern generated can be seen in Fig. 6 , first two columns contain the previous x and y coordinates and last two contain the current x and y coordinates. After each fetching of text current-x and current-y can be set as origin (0, 0) and previous-x and previous-y are found in a relative manner in comparison of new origin as shown in Fig. 7 . In this way steps are restricted to a maximum of integer value sixty four or one hundred and twenty seven, based on the programming language used by programmer. This restriction provides proposed algorithm a new security layer and further reduces the size of the file or variable data array used to store all variables values. As steps can now be treated as "Unicode encoding text format" not as an integer number. If one tries to decode final cipher and if succeeded all he or she would have a Unicode encoded text whose value is less than sixty four which makes it unrecognizable to a person who would not know the algorithm. Unicode text may look alike as in Fig. 8 . Maximum range comes from the Unicode encoding standards, in which recognizable characters are represented by a value greater than sixty four. Fig. 7 also depicts the fact that if steps formulation is chosen properly, step size is never more than sixty four. Further, we can continue in the same manner to find out a variable pattern having all integers which can not be identified due to asymmetry of steps. 
B. Decryption
In the decryption phase one just has to trace the values stored in variable data array or at a memory location or in a file starting from first information stored. Authentication is required here to prevent illegal access of information. To provide authentication other traditional encryption security standards can be utilized. Tracing is the most important part of proposed algorithm in which step-size comes into picture. If step-size is quite large there is a large probability of errors to occur and decrypted data may produce faulty results in very precious situations like encryption of signature. Error situation is depicted in Fig. 4 through black line. It leads to requirement of small step-sizes. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The encryption method explained so far have been implemented with JAVA language and have been applied to more than 500 images. In this chapter, we characterize the proposed methods with the average values for the whole applied images.
Encryption method proposed by us is characterized on different basis like CPU time, memory required and information content in an offline signature reduction. When whole applied image set summarized average pixels in an image comes out to be 119497 pixels. However, when on same set number of steps required is averaged it comes out to be 797 (0.7% of a signature image). It summarizes the fact in real, less than 1% of the offline signature image is the information part all the other pixels are not of any use. It strengthens the fact about requirement of new algorithm. Also on an average a signature image requires 17560 bytes if saved in JPEG format however output text file created by algorithm takes only 1594 bytes on an average. It means memory or bandwidth requirement is reduced by 91%, a lot of memory is saved.
In Fig. 9 , we provide a snapshot of basic input signature scenario processed by us. Time required for tracing the output text file taken as cipher comes out to be about 36ms. 
V. FEATURES

A. Advantages and Possible Extensions
Non-Uniform Steps adoption makes proposed algorithm asymmetrical and less vulnerable to most of the attacks. The most important advantage of the algorithm is that a number of security layers can also be employed over it. It makes it much more secure by enhancing decryption complexity and deploying much secure password protection. Most trusted encryption algorithm standard that can be implemented with proposed model is Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), which can impart enhanced security complexity of order 2^119. Combining a traditional security algorithm makes it unreadable as shown in Fig. 10 . Other important fact is that, if a person is able to decode it, he would get a string of integers nothing else. But the issue is that if output text file is encrypted using maximum throughput algorithm blowfish, decrypting the cipher in ECB mode on a P-4 2.4 GHz machine takes about 250ms. It means about 282 ms are required to trace the signature at decryption end, while other encryption schemes like level 4, wavelet domain image encryption by sub band selection and data bit selection only requires 201.43ms. Algorithm can be deployed on hardware's too. In the hardware implementation one can utilize variable size array which can take a minimum of thousands information. Directional infra-red (IR) sensors are supposed to give better results.
B. Issues and Their Solution
Proposed algorithm requires a lot of memory for implementation on different scenarios as even a small text requires kilobytes of data for storing. Memory is precious in hardware's and we cannot use kilobytes of data for small information. Algorithm memory requirements can be minimized by minimizing number of variables. As we know that in proposed algorithm (current-x/y) i = (previous-x/y) i+1 for each i.
We can use only one variable out of current and previous. Starting positions can be stored in a variable and then we can just look for current and save it in memory. In this way storage requirement is reduced by a factor of two. Still memory requirements are too high, hence memory requirements is still an issue except in the case of signatures. As actual information content is only 1% of the image and output of algorithm has file size about 9% of the input information, about 8% high.
C. Uses
New introduced algorithm can be deployed in any scenario if some of the basic requirements are fulfilled like presence of memory for saving information and high speed computational device to perform quick manipulation over text. As proposed algorithm provide better security but at cost of storage memory, algorithm can be utilized to encrypt short messages like short message services (sms) and cryptographic message syntax (CMS). Passwords, credit card numbers and other essential information can also be stored in a non-uniformly stored stepped cipher and can be placed anywhere and it is safe as it passes through network. The algorithm is supposed to be efficient in encrypting packet-sized data. (An ATM packet has a 48-byte data field.) Digital signatures problem can also be resolved through it, as in place of coded message sequence of non-uniformly stepped encoded cipher is provided.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we first introduced different traditional security standards and the need of a new layer to make them much more secure. The feasibility of the new algorithm is thus justified. Further, we provided a new security algorithm for encryption, which is simple and asymmetrical in nature. The combination of traditional encryption security algorithm with non-uniform relatively encoded steps makes the decryption extremely difficult without knowing the secret key. It provides a proper solution for problems like password storage, signature and precious data transfer through network. One can also makes use of online handwriting signatures instead of handwritten signature images for registration. The only concern that can be there and which can hinder the implementation of proposed algorithm is the CPU time requirement to manipulate signature which is slightly more than the existing algorithm. We are planning to have cryptanalysis to determine performance of this algorithm. Also, we are trying to extend this algorithm to include hardware which can trace a message written through it.
